CHALET ASTER
is your superior
3-star hotel in Moena,
the “Fairy of the Dolomites”
We offer recently renovated setting in a modern Alpine style, where you can spend pleasant moments of comfort and relax! We are a
five-minute walk from the historic center of Moena, in a very good
position to meet the needs of all our guests! From our chalet you can
easily reach the main hiking and skiing areas in the valleys of Fassa
and Fiemme, the cycling route that crosses the two valleys, the shopping area and the local playground.
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Boutique hotel with
comfortable rooms
At your arrival you will find an intimate atmosphere ... to help you
forget the busy everyday life. Our 17 comfortable rooms - “classic”,
“comfort” and “family” - are ideal for those who want to rediscover the
pleasure of a peaceful and relaxing holiday! Each room has bathroom
with shower, balcony/terrace and floors without any moquette; in several rooms it is possible to arrange up to two extra beds.
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Oasis of well-being
On the second floor of our chalet you find an oasis of well-being: Finnish sauna, steam bath, emotional showers, rest room, relaxing area
with herb teas corner and sun terrace with hot tub ... ideal for restoring your body and relaxing your mind!
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Vacation with Taste
Our half board is a joy for the palate!
Generous and nutritious breakfast to start the day in the best way: fresh seasonal fruit, yogurt with cereals and muesli, jams and pastries, cold cuts and
cheese, eggs and bacon, fruit juices and hot drinks
Every evening menu of your choice with typical dishes of Trentino-South Tyrol
and great classics of Italian cuisine

Comfortable setting
for your relax
The cozy atmosphere of our bar invites you to stay for an afternoon
snack, an aperitif before dinner or to end the evening pleasantly.
Our lounge offers an elegant and comfortable place to read, chat, or
simply relax!
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Active holiday
in Val di Fassa
Chalet Aster offers the opportunity to experience an unforgettable
holiday surrounded by nature! In summer Val di Fassa is the ideal
place for trekking fans and bicycle lovers. In winter a lot of fun with
over 200 km of slopes within the Dolomiti Superski area. Your holiday
in the heart of the Dolomites is waiting for you!
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Riccardo Loewy Street 120 | 38035 MOENA (TN) - Val di Fassa
Trentino South Tyrol - Italy
Tel. +39 0462 220 108
info@chaletasterfassa.com

hotelchaletaster

www.chaletasterfassa.com

